
 
 

Here are today's tips devised by the Tufts Health Plan SCO Care Management team.  
Please take your time reading through these tips as they pertain to CaseTrakker's In 
Patient Event and Out Patient Event "Servicing Provider" fields.  Let me know if you 
have any questions. 
 

 
Above is an image of the Servicing Provider field found when creating Inpatient Stay 
Events and Outpatient Events in CaseTrakker.  There are three scenarios in which 
you should pay special attention to the Provider fields. 
 
 Scenario 1 - Wrong Servicing Provider 
  

Non-Prior Auth Event - If you discover that the wrong Servicing Provider 
has been entered into an Event that has already been saved in "Complete" 
Status, please DO NOT simply update the Servicing Provider field with the 
correct provider information.  In this scenario, the Event should be set to 
"Void" Status and Saved, and a new Event created with the correct provider 
information.   
 
Prior Auth Event - If the above scenario pertains to a Prior Auth Event, you 
are to create a new Treatment Plan Note with the correct Provider name/ID 
and send Task to the Precert Coordinator Group with notation of the 
correction and they will carry out the steps outlined above.  
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Scenario 2 - Servicing Provider Not Available 
 

If the actual Servicing Provider is not available in the list of providers in 
CaseTrakker. Create the Event using "UNLISTED" as the Servicing Provider.  
Note the actual provider in the Comments field. 
 

 

   

Scenario 3 - Servicing Provider Unknown 
 

If Servicing Provider is unknown, DO NOT create an Event. Wait until you 
have the actual Servicing Provider information to create the Event. In this 
scenario, Never enter "Unlisted" as a placeholder in order to create the 
Event. 
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